
Mr de Klerk - Curriculum Overview - Term 1 2022/23
Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

English
The Red Headed League

In this unit we will study a pre-20th-century short story focusing on Arthur
Conan Dolye’s Sherlock Holmes.

Monsters
In these units students will learn and analyse  non-fiction magazine
articles; online articles; pre-20th century prose; poetry; newspaper

articles..

Film and Fame
In this unit we will write a section of a story; write an

article; write a film review; speech writing

Maths
Sequence and functions

Generating sequences, nth term,
representing functions

Graphs
Functions, plotting graphs,
gradient and intercept, interpreting
graphs

Probability
Probability scale, mutually

exclusive outcomes, experimental
and theoretical probability

Expressions and
formulae

Constructing expressions, using
expressions and formulae,
collecting like terms,

Geometry
Intersecting lines, parallel lines,
exterior angles of a triangle,
interior angles of a polygon
constructions

Review and
assessment

IMYC

Belief - People gain or suffer as a result of their commitment to ideas.
Design, Technology and Innovation- Students will be introduced to construction techniques for simple garments and
accessories and modern textile decoration technologies. They will use this learning to design and make a fashion item that makes
a political statement and demonstrates a commitment to their ideas.
Geography - students will explore the factors that contribute to change in population sizes. In particular, they will consider the
social and political ideas that underpin changes in population size, such as attitudes towards how big a family should be and how
many children people should have.
Science - students will learn about Newton’s Laws of Motion, how to use and manipulate formulae related to speed, distance
and time, how to interpret speed-distance and distance-time graphs, and about the ideas behind aerodynamics.
History - students will explore the ways in which people in 16th century Europe gained and/or suffered as a result of their
commitment to either Catholic or Protestant beliefs. Students will analyse the origins of the ‘new’ Christian ideas and the
mechanisms through which these ideas gained popularity throughout Europe.

Reflection - Complex decision making requires space and time.
Design, Technology and Innovation - Students will design,
create, test and refine a product. They will analyse the decisions that
need to be made, and evaluate the results of their decisions on the
success of the product.
Geography - students will explore the international commitments that
have been made in order to tackle the problem of climate change.
Science - students will learn about our bodies’ internal receptors that
form part of our homeostatic mechanisms that control our temperature
and blood sugar, gaining an understanding of how our autonomic
nervous system is divided into two: the sympathetic and
parasympathetic.
History - students will compare the nature of the Cold War to the
actual fighting of World War II. They will analyse the complex decisions
made and the responses they provoked.

Art Lunar New Year Pointillism Georgia O'Keeffe Easter arts and crafts

Music Lunar New Year Songs Rap Research a Significant Artist Project Music from other cultures

Korean
Mrs Lee
Advanced

Native
Korean

무문별한 외국어표현(Loanword)
논술-언어파괴

지나친 높임표현(honorific)
논술-외모지상주의

낱말의 의미관계(words and phrases)
논술-올바른 선거

Korean
Ms

Jasmine
Beginner

Review
-what they

learned
during term 1

Lesson 12
-I ride on a
swing in the
playground.

Korean Lunar
New Years

Lesson 13
-Numbers in
Chinese form

Lesson 14
-Numbers in
Korean form

Lesson 15
-I love you,

mom and dad

Lesson 16
-Thank you

Reveiw
Lesson 12~16

General
Review of

Level 2

Level 3
Lesson 1

-This is my
family.

Lesson 2
-I like

puppies.

Korean
Mrs Lee
Intermediate

새 학년이 되었어요
(New school year starts)

만나서 반가워요
(Nice to meet you)

학교생활이 즐거워요
(Happy to go to school)

Korean
Ms Yujin - - Stories Korean New

Years - Poems - Informative Articles - Persuasive Essays



Native
Korean

- Korean Pronunciation and
Grammar(Sound Connections)

- Korean Pronunciation and
Grammar(Sound Connections)

- Korean Pronunciation and Grammar(Closing
Consonants and Fortis)

- Korean Pronunciation and Grammar(Closing
Consonants and Fortis)

PE

Games from around the World
This unit will explore games from around the world that can be played in school, recreationally and at an

amateur level across the world, some even professionally. It will explore tactics, rules and skills needed in each
game and allow learners to transfer skills acquired in other sports previously learned about within or outside of

a school environment. It will widen learners' knowledge of the variety of games on offer around the world.

Teamwork
In this unit, teamwork will be explored in a variety of different problem-solving situations.

Learners will work in small teams to solve problems and take on various roles through the
unit. Communication, both verbal and non-verbal will be explored and used in different

situations.


